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 Request for Program Title Modification 
College:  Fanshawe College 
Current Approved Program Title: Technical Costume Studies 
 
Current APS Number:  1248 
  
MTCU Code:  71913 
Proposed New Program Title:   
Costume Production  
Implementation Date (Start date of the cohort that will be taking the program with the new title):  
Fall 2016 
Rationale for New Title:   
The term costume production represents a more inclusive titling and places the word costume first. The 
program focuses on the building of costumes rather than the designing of costumes so the title Costume 
Production accurately describes the activities and outcomes of the curriculum.  Although technical 
abilities are part of the curriculum, the word ‘technical’ in the program name has dissuaded applicants 
seeking Costume Production programming from applying to Fanshawe. While Fanshawe’s program 
continues to focus on theatre while embracing industry trends, Costume Production is a title that will 
reach a broader audience.    
 
Indicate Program Advisory Committee (PAC) and College Support for the title change:  
The idea of the name change was first recommended by the program’s advisory committee and 
community partners in 2014. Bradley Dalcourt, Head of Wardrobe, The Stratford Festival and Advisory 
Committee participant for the Technical Costume Studies program in the School of Design also supports 
the suggested name change as it will allow applicants to find a program that better reflects existing 
curriculum and terminology used in the industry.  
 
Fanshawe College Board of Governors has reviewed and endorsed this request for a new program title 
called “Costume Production”, providing subsequent approval by OCQAS.  
 
Program Vocational Learning Outcomes  
(please clearly indicate the proposed modifications- where applicable): 
No changes to existing PVLOs recommended.  
  
PROGRAM PURPOSE (MTCU 71913) 
This program’s curriculum is designed to be a technical study and hands on experience of building 
costumes. This program offers students the unique opportunity to work in collaboration with, industry 
professionals, within actual theatre wardrobe settings, during their field placement. This program is 
supported by affiliations with the Grand Theatre London, IATSE, the London Regional Art Museum, the 
Shaw Festival, the Stratford Festival and NABET.  
PROGRAM GOALS - The successful completion of this program will enable the graduate to:  
1. Develop and create costumes that express character, through the application of knowledge of 
the history of theatre and costume.  
2. Plan the development, creation, and maintenance of all aspects of costuming with respect to 
the organizational, logistical and financial factors involved in wardrobe.  
3. Analyze scripts in order to make costume development, creation and maintenance decisions.  
4. Communicate costume development concepts to a varied audience using a variety of visual 
media, including life drawing, illustration and/or wardrobe development.  
5. Create a technical translation of a costume illustration, using pattern making, draping, fitting 
and tailoring techniques that fulfill the director/designer’s vision.  
6. Construct costumes and costume accessories that meet the specialized needs of various 
productions.  
7. Prepare, modify, decorate, and care for fabrics and costumes, based on a thorough knowledge 
of textile characteristics.  
8. Fulfill the responsibilities of a production team member in the complex world of live 
entertainment by applying excellent communication, interpersonal, critical thinking, problem 
solving, and time/ project management skills.  
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